
The following lesson is presented to you courtesy of 

The National Association of Forensic Historians 

  

  

Please, when you are finished reading this, pass it on to everyone that you know who is involved 
in education in any way (including librarians) 

especially to teachers of history / social studies - as well as to parents with school-aged 
children. 

  

* * * * * 

  

HOLOCAUST 

“EDUCATION”  

   

   

   

Why aren’t our children being taught the truth about the 
holocaust?  

   

   

* * * * *  

     



NONE ARE SO BLIND AS THOSE WHO REFUSE TO SEE  

   

NONE ARE AS HOPELESSLY ENSLAVED  

   

AS THOSE WHO FALSELY BELIEVE THEY ARE FREE  

   

NONE ARE SO DEAF AS THOSE WHO REFUSE TO HEAR  

   

THE TRUTH THAT REFUTES THEIR DOGMA  

   

AND THE LIES THAT THEY HOLD SO DEAR  

   

NONE ARE SO CRAVEN AS THOSE WHO HIDE FROM THE TRUTH  

   

AND NOTHING IS WORSE THAN A COWARD  

   

WHO TEACHES PROPAGANDA AND LIES TO OUR YOUTH  

   

   

* * * * *  

   



Remember, propaganda by omission is just as deceitful and cowardly as 

propaganda by commission.  

   

Do you have the courage and character to start teaching the truth to 

our children?  

   

* * * * *  

   

 EXPOSING THE FRAUDULENT * COGNITIVE ILLUSIONS * OF THE 

HOLOCAUST  

   

   

* Lesson #1 – The malicious fabrications and gross exaggerations of Auschwitz 
and Majdanek  

   

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, the ancient Greek philosopher Socrates taught his students that 
the pursuit of truth could only begin once they start to question and analyze every belief that they 
ever held dear. If a certain belief passes the tests of evidence, deduction and logic, it should be 
kept. If it doesn't, the belief should not only be discarded, but the thinker must also then 

question why he was led to believe the erroneous information in the first place. Not 
surprisingly, this type of teaching didn't sit well with the ruling elite of Greece. Socrates was 
tried for subversion and for corrupting the youth. He was then forced to take his own life by 
drinking poison. (It's never easy being a skeptical, independent thinker with the courage to seek 
and speak the truth!)  

   

This lesson represents years of careful study, research, analysis, source verification and logical 
deduction. This is no opinion piece. Rather, it is the result of true skepticism, iron logic, honest 
scholarship and a collection of suppressed, but undeniable facts which, when assembled in one 
place, will state their own obvious conclusions. These facts will open up doors to a world of truth 
and enlightenment that has been maliciously concealed from you. While putting this research 
together in a logical format, great care was taken to confirm and double-check every piece of 



information. All the information you are about to review is not only 100% true, but also part of 
the public record and easily verifiable. You’re encouraged to investigate and verify these facts 

for yourself.  

   

With our limited resources, it is next to impossible to compete with the government / media 
propagandists. However, there are those among us who do have the courage and intellectual 
capacity to accept the truth when it is presented in a clear and logical manner. This research is 
presented in the hopes of liberating as many people as possible from the oppressive yoke of 
media brainwashing and state sponsored lies. Do you have the character to hold your dogma up 
to the scientific method? Do you have the courage to accept uncomfortable truths? Do you have 
the integrity to acknowledge those truths, even if they contradict your long held beliefs? If so, 
read on.  

   

The original 1948 Auschwitz plaque reads:  

   

FOUR MILLION PEOPLE SUFFERED  

AND DIED HERE AT THE HANDS  

OF THE NAZI MURDERERS  

BETWEEN THE YEARS  

1940 AND 1945  

   

    The revised 1995 Auschwitz plaque reads:  

   

    FOR EVER LET THIS PLACE BE  

A CRY OF DESPAIR AND  

A WARNING TO HUMANITY,  

WHERE THE NAZIS MURDERED  



ABOUT ONE AND A HALF MILLION MEN,  

WOMEN AND CHILDREN, MAINLY JEWS,  

FROM VARIOUS COUNTRIES OF EUROPE.  

AUSCHWITZ - BIRKENAU  

1940 – 1945  

   

6 - 2.5 = 6???  

   

* * * * *  

     

Know and understand these unassailable and irrefutable facts about the 

holocaust that  

even the jews themselves have been forced to admit are - 100% true.  

 
To get a better understanding of what the basic controversies are surrounding the latest alleged 
jewish holocaust, we’ll start by looking at just two of the alleged holocausts within the holocaust 
– the two most important foundational holocausts within the holocaust that “judicially proved” 
that there was a jewish holocaust during WWII – Auschwitz and Majdanek. (These two camps 
were the cornerstone of the fraudulent, bait and switch shell game that the jews have been 
playing for over 65 years.) 
 
Even the jews have been forced to admit that the alleged Auschwitz holocaust was exaggerated 
by no less than 364% and that the alleged Majdanek holocaust was exaggerated by no less than 

1,923% and that the combined 4.322 million reduction of the Auschwitz / Majdanek death tolls 
means that, at the very least - 78.6% of these two most important, foundational alleged 

holocausts within the holocaust - DIDN’T HAPPEN.  

   

AUSCHWITZ:  
 



Death toll “proven” at Nuremberg - 4 million.  
 
Highest death toll now admitted to by camp museum officials - 1.1 million.  
 
This is a “revision” / reduction of 2.9 million, or - 72.5%  
 
Lowest death toll claimed by the “deniers” - 73 thousand.  
 
This is a “revision” / reduction of 3.927 million, or - 98.175%  
 
* This means that the highest of the high counting exterminationists and the lowest figure 
postulated by forensic historians is separated by no more than 25.675%. And regardless of 
whose figures you believe are correct, the fact remains: Even the head-in-the-sand true believers 
agree with forensic historians that, at the very least - 72.5% of the alleged Auschwitz 

holocaust - DIDN’T HAPPEN.  

   

MAJDANEK:  
 
Death toll “proven” at Nuremberg - 1.5 million.  
 
Highest death toll now admitted to by camp museum officials - 78 thousand.  
 
This is a “revision” / reduction of 1.422 million, or - 94.8%  
 
Lowest death toll claimed by the “deniers” - 42 thousand.  
 
This is a “revision” / reduction of 1.458 million, or - 97.2%  

   

* This means that the highest of the high counting exterminationists and the lowest figure 
postulated by forensic historians is separated by no more than 2.4%. And regardless of whose 
figures you believe are correct, the fact remains: Even the head-in-the-sand true believers agree 
with forensic historians that, at the very least - 94.8% of the alleged Majdanek holocaust - 

DIDN’T HAPPEN.  

 
Now let's look at the COMBINED figures of Auschwitz and Majdanek:  

  

Death toll “proven” at Nuremberg - 5.5 million.  

   



Highest death toll now admitted to by camp museum officials - 1.178 million.  
 
This is a “revision” / reduction of 4.322 million, or - 78.6%  
 
Lowest death toll claimed by the “deniers” - 115 thousand.  
 
This is a “revision” / reduction of 5.385 million, or - 97.9%  
 
* This means that for the combined “revised” figures, the lowest figures postulated by the 
“deniers” is separated by no more than 19.3% from the camp museum officials themselves! 
Here again are the combined numbers for Auschwitz and Majdanek: Camp museum officials 

deny no less than 78.6% of these two holocausts within the holocaust. (The highest of the 
high counters.) The lowest figures espoused by the “deniers” is - 97.9%. (The lowest of the low 
counters.) Please notice that EVERYONE “denies” not just some portion of the holocaust story, 
but a very large percentage of it. (What percentage of this fraudulent story do you “deny?”)  

   

* FRAUD – 1) The intentional perversion of the truth, 2) An act of misleading, deceiving or 
deluding, 3) Something that is not what it seems to be or is represented to be.  

   

Now let’s take a closer look at the fraudulent shell game that the jews have been playing with 
Auschwitz:  

   

* THE AUSCHWITZ FRAUD *  

   

(Watch the death toll drop like a stone before your very eyes.)  

   

9,000,000 - Cited by the French documentary - Night and Fog. 
 
8,000,000 - Cited by the French War Crime Research Office, Dec. 31, 1945.  

 
7,000,000 - Also cited by the French War Crime Research Office. 
 
6,000,000 - Cited in the book - Auschwitz Doctor, by Miklos Nyiszli. 
 
5,000,000 to 5,500,000 - Cited in 1945 at the trial of Auschwitz commander Rudolf Hoess. 



 
5,000,000 - Cited on April 20, 1978 by the French daily, Le Monde, and on January 23, 1995 by 
the German daily Die Welt. 
 
4,000,000 - Cited by a Soviet document of May 6, 1945 and “officially” acknowledged by 

the Nuremberg War Crimes trial. 
 
3,500,000 - Cited in the 1991 edition of the Dictionary of the French Language and by Claude 
Lanzmann in 1980 in his introduction to the book - Three Years in an Auschwitz Gas Chamber. 
 
3,000,000 - Cited in the forced “confession” of Rudolf Hoess, the Auschwitz commander who 
said this was the number of those who had died at Auschwitz prior to Dec. 1, 1943.  

   

2,500,000 - Cited by the famous “witness to the Holocaust” Rudolf Vrba, when he testified on 
July 16, 1981 for the Israeli government’s war crimes trial of former SS official Adolf 
Eichmann.  

   

2,000,000 to 4,000,000 - Cited by Israeli “historian” Yehuda Bauer in 1982 in his book - A 
History of the Holocaust.  

   

 2,000,000 - Cited by holocaust “historians” Leon Poliakov, in 1951 in - Harvest of Hate; 
Georges Wellers, in 1973 in - The Yellow Star at the Time of Vichy; and Lucy Dawidowicz, in 
1975 in - The War Against the Jews. 
 
1,600,000 - This is a 1989 revision by Israeli “historian” Yehuda Bauer who cited this new figure 
on Sept. 22, 1989 in The Jerusalem Post, when he wrote: “The larger figures have been 
dismissed for years, except that it - just hasn't reached the public yet.” (What else about the 

holocaust - “just hasn’t reached the public yet?”) 
 
1,500,000 - In 1995 this was the “official” number of Auschwitz deaths announced by Polish 
President Lech Walesa. This number was inscribed on the monument at the Auschwitz camp at 
that time, thereby replacing the earlier 4,000,000 figure. (The jews knew that this “updated” 

figure was also a lie.)  

   

1,471,595 - This is a 1983 revision by Georges Wellers who decided that of the 1,471,595 which 
he claimed had died at Auschwitz, 1,352,980 were Jews. (92%)  
 
1,433,000 - This revised figure was cited on September 1, 1989 by the French daily, Le Monde.  



   

1,250,000 - In 1985, “historian” Raul Hilberg arrived at this figure in his book - The Destruction 
of the European Jews. According to Hilberg, of those dead, some 1,000,000 were Jews. (80%)  

   

1,100,000 to 1,500,000 – Cited by “historians” Yisrael Gutman and Michael Berenbaum (later of 
the fraudulent U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum) in their 1984 book - Anatomy of 
the Auschwitz Death Camp.  

   

1,100,000 - The source for this estimate is Franciszek Piper, curator of the Auschwitz Museum 
– in 1992.  

   

1,000,000 - Jean-Claude Pressac, in his 1989 book - Auschwitz: Technique and Operation of the 
Gas Chambers. He wrote this book to repudiate the so-called “holocaust deniers” who were 
deceitfully labeled that by the jews because they had dared to question the absurd death toll 
numbers claimed for Auschwitz.  

   

900,000 - Reported on August 3, 1990, by Aufbau, a Jewish newspaper in New York. 
 
800,000 to 900,000 - Reported by Gerald Reitlinger in his 1953 book - The Final Solution.  
 
775,000 to 800,000 - Jean-Claude Pressac’s revised figure, in his 1993 book - The Crematoria of 
Auschwitz: The Mass Murder’s Machinery, scaling down the figure from Pressac’s 1989 claim 
of 1,000,000 dead.  

 
630,000 to 710,000 - In 1994 Pressac scaled his figure down further; this is the figure cited in the 
German language translation of Pressac’s 1993 book originally published in French.  

   

510,000 - Reported in May 2002 by the German political magazine Osteuropa. According to 
reporter Fritjof Meyer, 356,000 of this figure were jews. (70%)  
 
73,137 - Reported in The New York Times on March 3, 1991 based entirely on the German 
concentration camp records that had been captured by the Soviets. (Who originally claimed that 
the Nazis had destroyed all the records of their “crime.”) According to this figure, of those dead, 
only - 38,031 - were jews. (52%)  



   

From 9 million (mostly jews) to 73 thousand (about half jews). Oh how the truth must hurt 

– for those with the intelligence to understand, courage to accept and integrity to 
acknowledge it.  

   

But please do notice how the holocaust scam works: If you dare say (Or even think!) that fewer 
than six million jews died in their latest alleged holocaust - guess what? – The jews will label 
you a “holocaust denier!” But that’s not all. In at least 15 countries of the world, it’s literally a 
criminal offense to communicate these inconvenient truths. (Orwell called these – thought 

crimes.) What does that fact alone tell you about this issue?  

   

* FACT: So few jews died during WWII that The World Almanac recorded a 2.42% 

increase in the world’s jewish population (370,641) between the years 1940 and 1947!  

   

* FACT: According to a written notification by the Federal German Finance Ministry of 

Jan 10, 1980 (VI 6-01478-P27/29) - 5,360,710 - claims for holocaust reparations had been 

approved as of July 1, 1979. And that figure does not include holocaust “survivors” from 
behind the Iron Curtain! (By the way, what is 6,000,000 plus 5,360,710??? – THINK about 
the significance of the answer to that question.)  

   

At the very least - 4.322 million alleged gassing deaths from Auschwitz and Majdanek alone 
have been deleted from the original holocaust story, yet the “sacred six million” figure is still 
being taught religiously in our schools. Now, if it’s been proven that the original death tolls at 
Auschwitz and Majdanek were fraudulent, maliciously fabricated gross exaggerations - and 

they’re STILL lying about it, then doesn’t it behoove forensic experts to take a closer look at 
the communist’s absurd claims about homicidal gas chambers?  

   

Remember – NOBODY “denies” that people died at Auschwitz and Majdanek - but even the 
dullest moron could figure out that the stories have been fraudulent from day one. (Or do you 

believe that 6 - 4.322 = 6???) And now that you’ve seen with your own eyes these unassailable 
and irrefutable facts about the holocaust that even the jews themselves have been forced to admit 
- are 100% true, answer this one simple question:  
 
If 78.6 to 97.9 percent of the alleged Auschwitz / Majdanek holocausts have been proven to 
be maliciously fabricated cognitive illusions, then what do you think you will discover if you 



investigate the even more absurd claims that the jews were murdered in “homicidal gas 
chambers?” (You do have the intelligence, courage and character to open your eyes and start 
thinking for yourself – don’t you?)  

   

Now, how many times in your life have you heard that there are “mountains of evidence” that 
“prove” there were homicidal gassings at the German camps? Let’s take a closer look at these 

“mountains:” 
 
* Martin Broszat, former director of the German Institute for Contemporary History, admitted 
that the homicidal gas chambers alleged to have been found and “proven” as such by the 
Americans and British were malicious fabrications. In 1960, he admitted in Die Zeit:  

   

“Neither in Dachau nor in Bergen Belsen nor in Buchenwald were jews or other prisoners 

gassed.” 
 
* When American and British forces overran western and central Germany in the spring of 1945, 
they were followed by troops charged with discovering and securing any evidence of German 
war crimes. Among them was Dr. Charles Larson, one of America's leading forensic 
pathologists, who was assigned to the U.S. Army’s Judge Advocate General’s Department. As 
part of a U.S. War Crimes Investigation Team, Dr. Larson performed autopsies at Dachau 

and some twenty other German camps, examining on some days more than 100 corpses. Dr. 
Larson admitted that the homicidal gas chambers alleged to have been found and “proven” as 
such by the Americans and British were malicious fabrications. In 1980, he admitted in The 
Wichita Eagle:  
 
“Never was a case of death by poison gas uncovered.” 
 
* Simon Wiesenthal, the infamous jewish “Nazi Hunter,” admitted that the homicidal gas 
chambers alleged to have been found and “proven” as such by the Americans and British were 
malicious fabrications. In 1993, he admitted in Stars and Stripes: 
 
“There were no gas chambers in the territory occupied by the third Reich.”  

  

* David Cole, a well known jewish holocaust scholar, admitted that the homicidal gas chambers 
alleged to have been found and “proven” as such by the Americans and British were malicious 
fabrications. In 1994, he admitted on The Phil Donahue show:  

   



“When the war was over in 1945 it was claimed that there were twenty-two camps that had 
homicidal gas chambers in them – twenty-two. By the 1950’s, sixteen of those camps had been 
officially revised by the Americans, the Israelis, the British, the Soviets - and now it is only 

claimed that six camps in Poland had homicidal gas chambers. In other words, what 
happened was, the camps that were in Germany and Austria, they were able to be investigated by 
Americans, freely investigated by historians. But the camps in Poland were not made available 
until recently to western researchers.” 
 
* FACT: 100% of the camps in the Reich and 72.725% of all German camps (including one 
in Poland) once alleged to have been “death camps” with “homicidal gas chambers” and 
“judicially proven” as such via coerced “confessions,” perjured “eyewitness testimony” and 
forged documents in numerous show trials, have been proven by forensic scientists / 

historians to be fraudulent, malicious fabrications.  
 
So, if 100% of the German WWII camps outside of Poland and originally claimed / “proven” to 
have had homicidal gas chambers by the U.S. and Britain have been irrefutably proven to be 
fraudulent, maliciously fabricated cognitive illusions, and the death toll claims of the 
communists for Auschwitz and Majdanek have already been reduced literally by the millions, 
then how can anyone in their right mind believe the Soviets claims about homicidal gas 

chambers at Auschwitz and Majdanek?  

   

PLEASE NOTE: The communists claim of homicidal gas chambers at the Stuttoff camp in 
Poland is one of the sixteen camps mentioned above whose homicidal gas chamber claims have 
been proven to be fraudulent – so the Soviets have been caught red-handed lying about 

homicidal gas chambers at least once already!  

   

* FACT: At both Auschwitz and Majdanek, rooms with large, easily breakable glass windows 
are claimed to have been used as “homicidal gas chambers.” Who in their right mind would 
believe that the Germans would ever use such facilities, or - that the jews wouldn’t have 

broken those windows in order to save their lives?  

   

* FACT: Between January 18 and March 10, 1972, two former Waffen SS officers - Walter 
Dejaco and Fritz Ertl, were put on trial in Viena, Austria – accused of being architects 
responsible for the design, construction and maintenance of the crematoria at Auschwitz. Both 
were accused by the Austrian public prosecutor of having at least indirectly participated in the 
planning and execution of the Auschwitz holocaust. During the trial, the defense submitted to the 
court an expert report containing the results of a thorough forensic analysis of the blueprints of 
the crematoria / alleged homicidal gas chambers of Auschwitz. The report concluded that the 
rooms in question - could not have been homicidal gas chambers - nor could they have been 

converted into homicidal gas chambers, and, as a result of this expert forensic analysis - THE 



DEFENDANTS WERE AQUITTED! (Please note: The trial records are now “unavailable” - 
i.e. - have mysteriously disappeared.) Why do you think the jews are trying so desperately to 
put this inconvenient truth down the memory-hole?  

   

* If you would like to know more about the alleged homicidal gas chambers of Auschwitz and 
see with your own eyes just what fraudulent, malicious fabrications they are, please watch the 3 
part Auschwitz video here: http://www.holocaustdenialvideos.com/  (Wouldn't you have broken 
that window to save your own life?)  

   

* Now, if you think the two holocausts within the holocaust of Auschwitz and Majdanek are 
fraudulent (And what honest intelligent person wouldn’t?), then why don’t you investigate for 
yourself the even more asinine and physically impossible tall tales of Sobibor and Treblinka? 
(Lesson #2) In fact, it’s very easy to do – just check out the website of - The National 

Association of Forensic Historians - here: http://www.nafcash.com/ 
 
Then ask yourself this question: Why does the $100,000.00 - The Final Solution Forensic 

Challenge - reward remain unclaimed? Hint: At the very least - 99.9% of these two alleged 
holocausts - DIDN’T HAPPEN (the alleged Sobibor / Treblinka holocausts are 
literally predicated on the “magically disappearing jew theory”) and an additional 1.120 million 
must also be deleted from the official holocaust story. That’s a MINIMUM 5.442 million 
reduction so far - after critically examining only four camps! (6 - 5.442 = 6???) Are you 
beginning to understand why the jews are so desperately trying to silence forensic experts who 
are exposing this FRAUD?  

   

* Addendum to Lesson #1 – The Modus Operandi of the Soviets / Communists  

   

After the discovery of the mass graves of Katyn and Vinnitsa by the Germans, Soviet 
propaganda switched over to a counter-attack by mainly using two ploys: It attempted to place 

the blame for atrocities committed by the Soviet Secret Service - the NKVD (predecessor of 
the KGB), on the Germans, and it made maliciously fraudulent claims of discovering “huge 
mass graves” filled with alleged murder victims of the Germans.  

   

As is well known, on April 13, 1943, in the forest of Katyn not far from Smolensk, the Germans, 
following directions from the local populace, found seven mass graves with a total of 4,143 
bodies of Polish officers - who had been executed by the communists. Between April and 
June, these mass graves were examined by a commission, which included medical doctors from 



12 European nations, and further by a commission of the Polish Red Cross and by American, 
British and Canadian officers who were prisoners of war. The Germans published an 
extraordinarily well-documented official dossier afterwards, which contained all the forensic 
results of the investigation, 80 photographs, and the names of the victims identified.  

   

The massacre of Vinnitsa was uncovered by the Germans in June, 1943. At three different 
locations, the Germans found a total of 97 mass graves that contained the remains of 9,432 
Ukrainians - who had been brutally murdered by the Soviets. No fewer than 14 commissions, 
6 foreign ones among them, examined the graves. And in this case also, the Germans publicized 
the results of the well-documented forensic examinations.  

   

After the communists had retaken the area around Smolensk, they then exhumed the bodies of 
 Katyn - again - and summoned an “investigatory commission” consisting exclusively of Soviet 
citizens (the Burdenko Commission), which then charged the Germans with the massacre! 
This fraudulent claim - this falsification of history - was “proven” by the communists with 
“eyewitness testimonies,”  photographs and falsified documents. (Which can still be found today 
in the archives of the Russian Federation in Moscow.) Then, the Soviets presented this same 
fraudulent material at the Nuremberg show trial, where, with the knowing (wink wink) aid of 

the U.S., France and Britain – it was “proven” that the Germans had committed the crime!  

   

In order to lessen the impact of their war crimes at places like Katyn and Vinnitsa, the Soviets 
investigated all actual or invented crimes of the Germans in the territory reconquered by the Red 
Army. For this purpose, an investigatory commission was established in virtually every town. 
Since the Soviets had learned from Katyn the enormous propaganda effect of pictures, these 
commissions photographed all graves and bodies found. If however, the bodies were too small in 
number at a site, they then resorted to the dirty trick of photographing them several times from 
many different angles in order to create the cognitive illusion that their number was greater. The 
case of Osarichi illustrates this mental / emotional manipulative technique rather tellingly:  

   

On March 12, 1944, the Germans interned the inhabitants from in and around the village of 
Osarichi in two camps near the village, until March 18, the day of their liberation. After the 
liberation of these two camps, the Extraordinary State Commission for the Determination of the 
Crimes of the German Fascist Conquerors investigatory group alleged that the Germans had 
killed as many as 49,000 people - with 600 of those supposedly found lying on the ground and 
the remainder buried in a “huge mass grave.” However, when the Army photographers arrived at 
the scene, the TOTAL number of dead bodies found was - SEVEN! (Four children and three 
adults.) For this reason the photographers resorted to their usual trick: They photographed the 
bodies from different angles and the photos then gave the cognitive illusion that one was looking 



at several dozen dead bodies. Thus, from the “discovery” of these SEVEN bodies - the Soviets 

accused the Germans of murdering 49,000 people, while claiming to have “documented” the 
alleged massacre with photographs and “eyewitness testimonies” as “proof.” (There’s no proof 
that the Germans murdered so much as a single one.)  

   

So, of the combined 62,575 real and contrived murders at the Katyn, Vinnitsa and Osarichi 
“holocaust” sites - 78.3% were total fabrications and 21.7% were committed by the 

communists themselves! Now, who in their right mind could accept as true anything that the 
communists claimed to have found at Sobibor and Treblinka? (Not so much as 1/10 of 1% of 

said claims / holocausts has ever been forensically proven.)  

   

Addendum #2 – The Modus Operandi of the jews: The Big-Lie Technique and Propaganda 

by Omission.  

   

Now that you know what the goal and modus operandi of the communists was for their various 
investigations (locating, grossly exaggerating, outright fabricating and propagandizing any real 
and/or contrived war crimes / mass graves / bodies, etc.), let’s now look at what the communist 
“investigators” found at Treblinka:  

   

In the middle of August, 1944, the 65th Soviet Army conquered the region around Treblinka. 
The Military Examining Judge of the Military Office of Prosecution - First Lieutenant of Justice 
Jurowski, went to work immediately and carried out investigations between August 15 and 21 on 
the grounds of Treblinka. Prior to this, he interviewed 12 jewish “eyewitnesses” who claimed 

to be survivors of the alleged “death camp.”  

   

And what did the communists find after one week of digging in the “death camp?” Not so much 

as one single grave - mass or otherwise, and not so much as one single corpse, skeleton, skull, 
complete bone, bone fragment, tooth, ounce of human ash, bullet or shell casing. No human 

remains what-so-ever! The only thing that they found was burned-down buildings and 
refuse pits filled with burned and unburned trash. (Those refuse / burn pits were the 
foundation for the big-lie / cognitive illusion of the alleged cremation and mass graves.)  

                                                                                                                

So, in desperation, on August 22 and 23, the investigatory committee, accompanied by local 
Polish officials, traveled to a cemetery a few kilometers away in order to dig up SOME bodies 



that they could use for their cognitive illusion / propaganda purposes. Their grave robbing 
excursion uncovered 13 individual and 3 mass graves. The mass graves that they exhumed 
contained 97, 103 and 105 corpses - for a grand total of 318 UNCREMATED bodies found. 
(With no proof what-so-ever that a single one of the corpses was a jew.)  

   

Then, on August 24, 1944, a commission composed of Soviet officers and local Polish 
authorities produced the first official report concerning Treblinka. The following is a 
summarization of the most relevant aspects with respect to the alleged “death camp” 
Treblinka II. (Treblinka I was the nearby penal camp.):  

   

“The camp Treblinka II was an enormous death factory, in which the SS-men ruthlessly and 
zealously exterminated millions of people. The ‘bath’ was a house which consisted of 12 cabins. 
Behind the ‘bath’ stood a machine. It pumped the air out of the room. The people suffocated 
within 6 to 10 minutes. The dead were brought on wheelbarrows to the special ovens. The oven 

was a large trench 250-300 m in length, 20-25 m in width and 5-6 m deep - a gigantic oven 
grill. At the present it is difficult to uncover the traces and secrets of this oven. The statements of 
the witnesses, the presence of a large quantity of ashes and cinders strewn on the grounds - as 

well as excavated from the pits - confirm that there were ovens in the cammp where people 
were cremated. The Germans attempted to delete the traces of their atrocities. Remaining as 
marks of the existence of the camp are ashes, cinders and a great number of pits, where 
household objects of the cremated jews have been buried. On the basis of the preliminary facts, 
the cremation of people has been determined with no doubt. The extent of the extermination of 
people was monstrous: about three million.”  

   

Recap: 1 - The communists went to Treblinka with the purpose of “documenting” and 
propagandizing the alleged mass murder that the jews had been so blatantly and shamelessly 
lying about for some time. 2 - The communists spent a week digging for said graves and bodies 
at Treblinka II, but found no evidence what-so-ever to support the jews nonsensical big-lie. 3 - 
After a whole week spent digging “a great number of pits” on the grounds of Treblinka II, they 
then consulted the locals, who led them to the cemetery south of Treblinka I, where 318 
UNCREMATED bodies were robbed from their graves. 4 - After admitting that their 
excavations in the camp revealed nothing but trash / burn pits and that they found no human 
remains what-so-ever at Treblinka II, they still - “determined with no doubt,” that 3 million 

jews had been murdered and cremated there – based solely on the presence of “ashes and 
cinders” from the burn pits and the burned-down farm buildings.  

   

And that’s not all. There’s even more evidence that can be dug out of the memory-hole that 
exposes this nonsensical, maliciously fraudulent cognitive illusion and classic example of the 



big-lie technique. On the 15th of September, 1944, another Polish-Soviet commission composed 
a “protocol of a provisional preliminary investigation and reconnaissance in the former 
concentration camp Tremblinka.” (sic) The following is a summarization of the most relevant 

aspects with respect to Treblinka II:  

   

“The concentration camp Tremblinka [sic] consisted of two sections, which were at a distance of 
one-and-a-half kilometers from each other. The first section was named Death Camp No. 2. This 
camp itself, on whose grounds two burned-down farm buildings can now be found, broke 
down into two parts, and a railroad track led to this Camp No. 2. For this reason the people taken 
here believed initially that they were at a transit point on their journey to the east. In the first 
section of Death Camp No. 2, jews worked at throwing the corpses into the enormous trenches. 
In the winter of 1943, the German murderers proceeded to exhume and burn the corpses. The 

things found, like, for example, violin parts, children's toys, devices for waving the hair, 
books and the like, show that many came to this place who did not suspect the destination of 
their journey. Pieces of burned and destroyed passports confirm that citizens from Poland, the 
USSR, Czechoslovakia, and other nations occupied by the Germans were interned here.”  

   

You can clearly see that this commissions report confirmed the Soviets own admission that at 
Treblinka II, not an iota of human remains was found. The only thing ever found was trash 
and the “ashes” of burnt trash and “cinders” from burned-down buildings - which was then 

claimed to have been the “ashes and cinders” of 3 million cremated jews. (Please note! – 
Even modern cremation techniques do not reduce bodies to “ashes” – they reduce them to bones. 
Cremation “ashes” are not ashes per se – THEY ARE CRUSHED BONES!)  

   

So, you now know that the communists mission for going to Treblinka was to fraudulently 
“document” the alleged mass murder that the jews had been so shamelessly lying about and 
found not-so-much as a single body. And you know that, like a bunch of jackals and hyenas, 

the human scavengers had to resort to the heinous crime of grave robbing to accomplish 
their propaganda mission. (Exactly as they had done at Katyn.) Thus, with the 318 
UNCREMATED bodies dug from a distant cemetery and the “ashes and cinders” from the burn 
pits and burned-down buildings found on site as “proof,” the communists “determined with no 
doubt” that those “ashes and cinders” were really “cremation ashes” (sic) and that, in an area 
about the size of a football field, 3 million jews had been murdered, buried, dug up, cremated on 
“special oven grills” and then reburied into the same “enormous trenches,” which the 
communists then claimed were oh-so “difficult to uncover the traces of.”  

   

Can you believe that this “magically disappearing jew theory” is actually taught to our children 
as “irrefutable historical fact” by teachers who like to fancy themselves as intelligent / learned 



individuals? But there’s even more damming forensic evidence of this fraud that the jews have 
managed to put down the memory-hole. There was yet another forensic examination carried out 
by the Poles for the specific purpose of performing an official “crime scene investigation” in 
preparation for the Nuremberg show trial. From November 9 to 13, 1945, the Examining 
Magistrate and the State Attorney for the District Court of Siedlce performed a thorough forensic 
examination of the site, which included a number of excavations. They then composed an official 
protocol of the tasks they performed on the camps grounds. The following is a summarization 

of the most relevant aspects with respect to what was - FOUND ONLY WITHIN THE 

“DEATH CAMP” AREA:  

  

“The excavations began at the location described by the witness Rajzman, where the so-called 
‘camp hospital’ had stood and where, according to the witness, a mass grave is supposed to exist. 
[Note: This alleged “huge mass grave” is the infamous “Lazarett pit,” into which tens of 

thousands of jews allegedly fell after being shot in the back of the head.] In the course of this 
work numerous coins as well as broken pieces of various kinds of containers were discovered. At 
a depth of 6 meters begins a layer which has never before been uncovered by anyone. It consists 
partly of all sorts of kitchen utensils and different kinds of household objects; there are also 
pieces of clothing. At a depth of 7 meters, we reached the floor of the pit. During the course of 
the excavations, numerous more or less badly damaged documents were discovered; further a 
badly damaged personal identity card of a German Jew, as well as several more coins and broken 
pieces of containers. There were no human remains found. A series of test excavations were 
performed at the place where the gas chambers had to have been located, in order to find their 
foundation walls if possible. Pits 10 to 15 meters in length and 1.5 meters deep were dug. 
Undisturbed layers of earth were uncovered by this. The opening of a pit was begun at a site 
where refuse was deposited. In this location a very large number of documents were found. 
During the course of the digging, broken pieces of all sorts of kitchen containers as well as a 
large number of rags were continually found, as well as coins and documents in Hebrew and 
Polish and remnants of a Soviet passport. DECICION: …no mass graves are any longer to be 

found on the grounds of the former camp today, as is to be concluded from the witness 
testimonies and from the results of the works carried out on site.”  

   

Then, on December 29, 1945, after the conclusion of his investigations, Lukaszkiewicz issued a 
protocol which was presented by the Soviets at the Nuremberg show trial as Document USSR-
344. In said official protocol, Lukaszkiewicz admits the truth about his forensic investigation of 
Treblinka II with this telling confession:  

   

“During the work on the terrain, I found no mass graves, which, in connection with the 
statements by the eyewitnesses, leads to the conclusion that nearly all of the bodies of the 

victims were burned. In Treblinka there were no crematoria in the form of ovens, only 
primitive facilities in the form of grates.”  



   

Now, to be sure, Lukaszkiewicz did mention finding human remains in the vicinity, but he 
admitted that - THEY WERE LOCATED OUTSIDE THE “DEATH CAMP” AREA. He 
wrote in his November report:  

   

“The largest of the craters produced by explosions (numerous fragments attest to the fact that 
these explosions were set off by bombs), give recognizable evidence of the presence of a large 
quantity of ashes as well as human remains. Numerous human remains were found by these 
excavations, partially still in a state of decomposition. The soil consists of ashes interspersed 
with sand, is a dark gray color and granulous in form.”  

   

And he also wrote of this area containing the bomb crater and human remains in his Dec. 29 
protocol:  

   

“No remnants of facilities of the former death camp exist any longer. Nonetheless, there are still 
other traces that hint at the existence and functions of the camp. In the NORTHWESTERN 

section of the area, the surface is covered for about 2 hectares by a mixture of ashes and sand. 
In this mixture, one finds countless human bones, often still covered with tissue remains, 
which are in a condition of decomposition. During the inspection, which I made with the 
assistance of an expert in forensic medicine, it was determined that the ashes are without any 
doubt of human origin (remains of cremated human bones). [sic]  The examination of human 
skulls could discover no trace of wounding. There is now an unpleasant odor of burning and 
decay.”  

   

Notice the conundrum that the communists / jews lied themselves into. They made it clear that 
the only human remains ever found in the area were in a cemetery and in and around a bomb 

crater - which Lukaszkiewicz also admitted was - located in the northwestern section of the 

area. That means that the only human remains EVER found – were located OUTSIDE of the 

alleged “death camp” section of Treblinka II, which was, according to ALL the jewish 

“eyewitnesses” - located in the southeastern section of the camp.  

   

Remember, both the Soviets and the Poles also PROVED that the jews nonsensical “Lazarett 
pit” story was a TOTAL FABRICATION. (They didn’t even find so much as a single bullet or 
shell casing – of which, there was supposed to have been tens and tens of thousands.) So if it was 
proven that ALL the “eyewitnesses” lied about that vitally important aspect of the story, then 



how can anyone in their right mind still believe anything else that these liars claimed to 
have “witnessed?” Those who believe that there must be some truth to the Treblinka holohoax 
are simply falling prey to the psychological effects of the jews big-lie technique.  

                                                      

Now, even Special Ed could figure out what the communists did with those 318 bodies that they 
dug up from the cemetery and that the Treblinka holocaust is an utterly fraudulent cognitive 

illusion. (Are you as smart as Special Ed?) And for those who believe that at least some of those 
318 bodies that the unconscionable Soviet grave-robbers blew up (In the wrong location! – 

What a monumental blunder!) must have been jews who died at Treblinka II, that doesn’t 
change at all the fact that not one single grave or ounce of human remains was ever found in the 
location where ALL the jewish “eyewitnesses” claimed they should be. And it doesn’t change at 
all the irrefutable fact that: No less than 99.9% of the alleged Treblinka holocaust – DIDN’T 

HAPPEN.  

   

 * * * * *  

Quiz for lessons # 1 & # 2. The answers to the following questions can be found in lesson #1, 
the addendums to lesson #1, the three part Auschwitz video linked to in lesson #1, and lesson #2 
- i.e.- the entire contents of (including the links) - The National Association of Forensic 
Historians - website. ( http://www.nafcash.com/ )  

   

WARNING! – This quiz is as much a test of your courage, integrity and character (or lack 
thereof) as it is of your knowledge about the alleged Auschwitz, Majdanek, Sobibor and 
Treblinka holocausts; and refusing to take this quiz is very strong evidence that you are lacking 
for all three personal characteristics mentioned above. 

  

#1 - During the Nuremberg show trial, the Germans were falsely accused of crimes that the allies 
knew for a fact that they did not commit. T or F?  

  

#2 - During the Nuremberg show trial, the Germans were accused of “eradicating – almost 
instantaneously” and “without any trace at all” - 20,000 jews with the use of an atomic bomb. T 
or F?  

  



#3 - No less than 72.5% of the alleged Auschwitz holocaust “proven” at Nuremberg - didn’t 
happen. T or F?  

  

#4 - No less than 94.8% of the alleged Majdanek holocaust “proven” at Nuremberg - didn’t 
happen. T or F??  

  

#5 - The Germans were no less than 100% innocent for the Katyn and Vinnitsa holocausts. T or 
F?  

  

#6 - The “magically disappearing jew theory” espoused by the exterminationists to explain the 
absence of physical evidence at Sobibor and Treblinka is based solely on the absurd thesis that; 
by covering millions of pounds of evidence with dirt, the Germans were able to “utterly 
eradicate” all evidence of their crime. T or F?  

  

#7 - If the Sobibor and Treblinka holocausts really did happen, and the remains of 1.120 million 
jews really are buried in “huge mass graves” (along with tens of thousands of bullets and shell 
casings), forensic experts could (and the jews would) locate the alleged “huge mass graves” 
using modern technology in a heartbeat. T or F?  

  

#8 - No less than 99.9% of the alleged Sobibor holocaust - didn’t happen. T or F?  

  

#9 - No less than 99.9% of the alleged Treblinka holocaust - didn’t happen. T or F?  

  

If you chose true as your answer to questions #8 and #9, then you are done with the test. 

However, if you answered false to questions #8 and/or #9, then, in order to get credit for 
your answer(s), you need to “show your work” by also answering questions #10 and/or #11. 
(Or, in the alternative – question #12.)  

  

#10 - If you chose false as your answer to question #8, then you must prove your answer by 
locating / proving the existence of at least one of the alleged “huge mass graves” of Sobibor that 



contains at least 1/10 of 1% of the alleged mass murder (as per The Encyclopedia of the 
Holocaust), or, alternatively - answer question #12.  

  

#11 - If you chose false as your answer to question #9, then you must prove your answer by 
locating / proving the existence of at least one of the alleged “huge mass graves” of Treblinka 
that contains at least 1/10 of 1% of the alleged mass murder (as per The Encyclopedia of the 
Holocaust), or, alternatively - answer question #12.  

  

#12 - The reason why I refuse to answer questions #10 and/or #11 (and also refuse to accept - 
The National Association of Forensic Historians $100,000.00 - The Final Solution Forensic 
Challenge), is because - not only would attempting to do so result in obvious failure, it would 
also force me to admit the uncomfortable truth that:  

  

A - I lack the curiosity and intelligence to open my eyes and start thinking for myself.  

  

B - I lack the courage to accept the fact that the Sobibor / Treblinka holocausts - didn’t happen.  

  

C - I lack the integrity to acknowledge the fact that the Sobibor / Treblinka holocausts - didn’t 
happen.  

  

D - I lack the character to speak the truth about the fact that the Sobibor / Treblinka holocausts - 
didn’t happen.  

  

E - All of the above.      

 
 WANT  TO KNOW MORE? 
 Hidden Holocaust Revealed - "One Third Of The Holocaust" 
Cremation Reality vs. Holocaust Myths 
McCalden's Birkenau - The Hidden History of the Concentration Camp 
 

http://geocities.com/treblinkafraud/? 
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